2017-2018
HIGHLIGHTS
FOCUSING ON
RESILIENCY
& TRAINING
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Mental Health
& Resiliency
Evaluation data demonstrates that Unity’s
free, arts-based approach improves the
mental health (resiliency) of over 70%
of program participants, bringing them
towards healthy benchmarks. Unity’s
curriculums have been developed through
partnerships with school boards (TDSB,
DPCDSB), community service organizations
(Psychology Foundation of Canada,
Art Starts, Sketch Working Arts, MLSE)
and research from CAMH (Centre for
Addictions and Mental Health) and MHCC
(Mental Health Commission of Canada).

Evaluation
Unity measures changes in
resiliency over time through
consistent monitoring, analysis,
and reporting in all programs. In
the past year, Unity successfully
measured impact using a
combination of its Evaluations
Committee’s approved Survey
Questionnaire for its Inspire
Program and a validated
10-Item Resilience Tool provided
by Connor-Davidson for its
Engage Program.
Unity has used the data collected
to help shape the form and
content of Unity’s programming
for the upcoming year, and help us
talk about our story and impact.
The detailed results are shared
throughout this report!

Program Curriculum
Revisions

Unity Artist Educator
Training

On June 19th 2018, The Psychology

In August 2018, Unity Staff and

Foundation (PFC) of Canada

Community Facilitators led a 3-day

presented their Stress Lessons:

training program which focused

Tools for Resiliency Workshop to

on developing comprehensive

Youth Leaders and Unity Charity

skills in community mental health

staff. As a result, Unity’s program

and resiliency in conjunction

leads have revised and updated

with streamlined training for

program curricula based on the

workshop facilitation, lesson

training and learnings from PFC

planning, storytelling, and career

mental health professionals. The

development. The Unity’s Artist

workshop:

Educator Training Program is an

• Informed participants about
the physiology of the stress
response, thus normalizing the
experience and teaching them

established training program that
harnesses best practices from the
arts sector to empower Canadian
Artists.

how to openly converse about

The Unity artists who participated

mental health topics

in the training will be provided

• Used group exercises to
illustrate the pros and cons
of various research-driven
strategies that address mental
health

OVER
70%
IMPROVED
MENTAL
HEALTH &

• Provided tangible solutions and
modes of thinking for scenarios
presented by Youth Leaders

with additional opportunities to
run workshops and programs
on a local and national level.
In addition, they will be able to
access opportunities at Unity’s
annual Festival and community
partner opportunities, which
showcase and teach diverse art
forms to youth across Canada.
Ongoing training strengthens
Unity’s roster of 60+ Canadian
Artists, who have and can
continue to build a strong
presence across Canada, reaching
audiences of over 50,000 youth
annually.
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Celebrating
Diversity
Unity conducted a survey this year to gain a better
understanding of the diversity of the team. The Unity
artists and staff represent a wide variety of diverse
ethnic and cultural groups. While 70.6% of artists and
staff identify as Canadian or French-Canadian, a fair
portion (11.8%) identify as Indigenous. Over 90% of
Unity’s Artists and Staff have reported to be a part of a
visible minority community, either as their unique ethnic
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and/or cultural identity, or in conjunction with another
ethnic and/or cultural group. The majority (65%) of our
Artists and Staff identify as New Generation Artists
(aged 18-30), while our senior artists acts as mentors to
young and emerging artists by being champions in the
community arts sector.
Also, this year, the Unity Board of Directors participated
in diversity training led by Leticia Rose, to help better
understand diversity issues and working in communities
that represented a range of diversity including gender,
culture, race and ethnicity. The board plans to continue
the conversation and is committed to recruiting board
members who are representative of the communities
in which Unity works. Unity’s Board strives to create a
welcoming and positive space for new Board Members
to thrive.

UNITY TEAM
11.8% IDENTIFY
AS INDIGENOUS
90% HAVE
REPORTED TO BE
A PART OF A
VISIBLE MINORITY
COMMUNITY
65% IDENTIFY
AS NEW
GENERATION
ARTISTS

ENGAGE
PROGRAMS
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Unity’s weekly programs engage youth ages 12 - 24 in various schools and
community spaces. The programs are designed with structured lesson plans
that incorporate teachings of hip hop art forms while infusing concepts of
stress management and resiliency. Based on program survey results, shortterm outcomes focused on attendance and the individual’s contribution to
the community. Long-term outcomes focused on improved mental health,
stronger protective factors and resilience.

2017 - 2018
Engage Program
Numbers in the GTA
8 AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS
in Lester B. Pearson, Notre Dame, Western Tech,
Cardinal Leger, Loyola, Cedarbrae Mount Collegiate,
Amesbury and Father Michael Goetz

8 COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
2 at Sketch, MLSE LaunchPad, AGO, Art Starts,
and Nexus Youth Space (Peel and Brampton)

4 COMMUNITY ARTS & CULTURE
PROGRAMS (CACP)
at Heron Park, Centennial West - (Now called New Gen
Youth Centre), Regent Park and Parkway Forest

YOUTH
DEVELOPED
AN AVERAGE
OF 7 CLOSE
FRIENDSHIPS
OVER THE
PAST YEAR!
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Engage
Program
Impact
Close Friendships /
Relationships
Through participating in the Unity
School & Community Programs,
youth developed an average of
7 close friendships over the past
year! The programs succeeded in
building a sense of belonging with
youth from diverse backgrounds
and all various walks of life by
fostering positive relationship
building.

Youth Testimonials
Participants were asked the following two questions
and testimonials were recorded.

Thinking about your mental health
and well-being, how has participating
in this program impacted your life?
“This club helped
me understand how
to find what I want
in life.”
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“I will
use it as a
reminder
of how
everything
is possible.”

“When I first met Unity, I was
struggling with myself and my
family’s situation too because
as a young person moving to
the opposite side of the world
has been a huge impact that
changed my life. As I started
attending Unity every week,
stress and impatience are
disappearing into my life
because I learned what’s best
for myself and how to control
unpleasant circumstances.”

How will you use what you’ve learned
from this program in your life?”

“I will try my best to think back
of everything I have learned
and apply it in my daily life by
adapting my own personality
and going at my own pace.
Unity has opened my mind not
only to the dance scene but
as an artist to always search
for knowledge. With patience
and dedication, anything is
possible, but most importantly
unity is the key to the journey
I’m exploring.”

“It helped me deal
with my anxiety and
gave me something
to look forward to
on Tuesdays.”
“In almost every dance
program I’ve participated
in, there was a portion that
required some social exchange.
An area of which I wasn’t
really comfortable with. But
because it opened up the door
to a really beautiful energy
exchange, this is something
that I have been applying to my
life. I’ve become much more
open and welcoming to social
interactions.”

“It has helped me see,
that if something goes
wrong you can change
it for the better.”
“This program has given me
another outlet to express my
stress in a way that helps me
in multiple ways - physically
stronger, mentally relieved,
emotional centered.”

“This
program
helps me
release
unwanted
emotions and
helped me
express them
in a healthy
way.”

Community Programs:
Average Resilience PRE-POST Survey Results
The bold, white line (y=29)
ALL-ELEMENTS @ VALLEY’S

establishes a benchmark
for higher resilience
obtained from literature.

ALL-ELEMENTS HUB @ CIVIC CENTRE

The Community Programs
showed an average

BREAKING @ YMCA

increase of +22% in
Resilience.

BREAKING @SKETCH

PRE

BREAKING @ ART STARTS

POST

BEATBOXING @ SKETCH
HIP HOP DANCE @ AGO
29
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After School Programs:
Average Resilience PRE-POST Survey Results
The bold, white line (y=29)
LOYOLA

establishes a benchmark
for higher resilience
obtained from literature.

CEDARBRAE

The After School Programs
showed an increase of

WESTERN TECH

+10% in Resilience.

CARDINAL LEGER
PRE
GOETZ
NORTE DAME
PEARSON
29

POST

Community
Programs Outcomes:
Developmental Skills –
Percentage “Agree”
%STRONGLY AGREE

After School
Programs Outcomes:
Developmental Skills –
Percentage “Agree”

%AGREE

94%

SELF-ESTEEM

82%

SELF-ESTEEM

85%

SELF-AWARENESS

92%

SELF-AWARENESS

80%

SOCIAL SKILLS

85%

SOCIAL SKILLS

78%

SET AND ACHIEVE
GOALS

76%

SET AND ACHIEVE
GOALS

79%

STRESS MANAGEMENT

73%

STRESS MANAGEMENT

76%

AWARE OF MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES

81%
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84%

BE MYSELF

96%

AWARE OF MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES

BE MYSELF

Learnings
for 2018-19
Program Delivery:
Unity staff underwent training from the
Psychology Foundation of Canada and in
combination with its Evaluation results
revised curriculum for Unity’s engage
program. Unity will be implementing this
revised program model that infuses practices
of stress management and coping.
Unity will continue to train artists
professionally, which will provide them with
additional knowledge on mental health
practices and enable them to work with a
range of demographics and spaces.

Data Collection:
Unity to continue to collect data and aim for
a 95% confidence level as well as a margin
of error less than 5%. Unity recognizes
that a proportion of its target audience
is comprised of newcomers, and youth
who do not speak English as their first
language/mother tongue. Unity’s Evaluations
Committee is currently researching best
practices on offering our surveys in multiple
languages to reduce the barrier to data
collection.

Program Connections :
Unity will continue to make more meaningful
connections between programs, offering
youth more chances to connect with Unity
and peers in the their community. Unity
will also work with community partners to
leverage their expertise and knowledge of
the sector.
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INSPIRE
PROGRAMS
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This program reaches youth between the ages of 12 - 24 who experience a
Unity Day Assembly, Unity Festival, Unity Bookings and/or Alumni. Unity artists
perform and share their personal stories demonstrating how art can be a
positive outlet for change in their lives. The attendees learn about more ways
to express their stress, awareness of Unity’s other programs, appreciation of
the power of community, and awareness of mental health resources.

Inspire Highlights
• Delivered ‘Unity Day’ across Canada including,
Ontario, Nova Scotia, Alberta and British Columbia.
Unity worked with 2-3 community organizations in
each city as a referral for mental health resource
and ongoing support; Unity also engaged with two
Indigenous communities in Northern Alberta.
• Collected and analyzed data from over 800 surveys.
• 10th edition of the Unity Festival, a 3-day event
celebrating youth artists, community and artistic
talent. Unity worked with 100+ youth performances,
50+ community artists, and 20+ volunteers. Unity
worked in collaboration with community partners
including RISE, Daniel Spectrum, Black Canvas, and
Margin of Eras Gallery.
• Over 160 bookings in Ontario which included Unity
Days, Workshops, Conferences and
Corporate Bookings.

160+
BOOKINGS
IN
ONTARIO

40K+
STUDENTS
REACHED
THROUGH
UNITY DAY
ACROSS
CANADA
3K+
STUDENTS
REACHED
THROUGH
UNITY DAY
WORKSHOPS
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Inspire Program Impact
How will you use what you have learned
from Unity Day in your life?
“I’ve always loved poetry
and hip hop culture. but I
was always too shy to try to
express it, but after today,
I’m motivated to express my
thoughts through poetry.”
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“Be more
aware of
what I am
saying to
people.”

“I will use it to make
stuff for my family
cuz we don’t have a
lot of money to buy
presents.”

“I learned
that I could
use my
writing to
express
emotions.”

“I will consider how
they were able to
experience things in
their childhoods that
help them today and
try to write my own
story in a positive way.”
“Focus on different ways
to communicate my ideas
and feelings with others,
remember, there’s always
different ways to talk or
express my problems or
questions with someone.”

“It will
help with
being more
confident
and brave. It
will help me
have more
courage.”
“I could use my knowledge of
beatboxing to make rap songs
for school assignments.”

“I will use what
I’ve learned to
reduce stress
using art.”
“Learn that different people
cope with their problem
differently, compared to
myself and that there’s always
different options.”

“I’ll remember to not
only notice the things
you don’t like but the
good things too.”
“I will use this in my theatre
performance and just to calm
me down.”

“It helped
me see the
other side of
the world.”

Participants were asked to

Q1 ‘Stress’: Participating in

respond to three questions from

Unity Day helped me learn new

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither,

and positive ways to express

Disagree, to Strongly Disagree.

my stress.

The figure summarizes positive

Q2 ‘Community’: Participating in

results (i.e. a combined total of

Unity Day made me interested in

‘Strongly Agree’ and ‘Agree’).

getting involved with the hip hop

Total number of youth surveyed

community

were 700+.

Q3 ‘Resources’: Participating in
Unity Day made me more aware
about the mental health resources
that are available to me.

STRESS

COMMUNITY

RESOURCES

85%

81%

73%

66%

62%
51%

ONTARIO

64%
55%

55%

NOVA SCOTIA

69%
50%

ALBERTA

52%

BRITISH COLOMBIA

Learnings for 2018-19
Unity will aim to replicate the success in

Also, Unity staff underwent training from

Alberta and Ontario across all regions in

the Psychology Foundation of Canada and

2018-19. In these regions, the Unity staff

in combination with its Evaluation results

placed a greater emphasis on intentionally

revised curricula for the next fiscal.

integrating mental health messaging and
distributing information on resources to
all schools reached.
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